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Q. PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME AND BUSINESS ADDRESS.1

A. My name is Lisa Pishevar. My business address is 2019 Corporate Lane, Suite2

159, Naperville, Illinois 60563.3

Q. PLEASE STATE YOUR OCCUPATION.4

A. I am General Manager of Nicor Advanced Energy L.L.C. (“NAE”).5

Q. IN WHAT BUSINESS IS NAE ENGAGED?6

A. NAE is a certified alternative gas supplier in Illinois and provides gas7

commodity products to residential and small volume commercial customers.8

Q. WHAT ARE YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES AS GENERAL MANAGER9

FOR NAE?10

A. I am responsible for new product development, territory expansion and11

channel sales within the retail energy marketplace.12

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR EDUCATION BACKGROUND AND13

EXPERIENCE.14

A. I began my career with Northern Illinois Gas/Nicor Gas in 1987. I have over15

20 years of experience in the natural gas industry and have held a number of16

positions in Engineering, Operations, Sales, and Economics and Rates at17

Nicor Gas. While with Nicor Gas, I worked on projects as diverse as the18

introduction of natural gas service unbundling at the residential level19

(Customer Select pilot program) to evaluating the replacement of Nicor Gas’20

legacy CIS system. I joined an unregulated subsidiary of Nicor in 199921

focusing on project management, scheduling and life-cycle feasibility22

analyses for natural gas CHP (Combined Heat and Power) and large capital23
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projects. In 2002, I joined Nicor Services Company. I assisted in the24

development and eventual licensing of NAE and its certification as an25

Alternative Retail Gas Supplier. I started as a Product Development Manager26

focused on the launch of Lock 12 and other billing options for natural gas.27

This past year I was promoted to my current position as General Manager. I28

have a Bachelors of Science in Civil Engineering from Michigan State29

University.30

Q. ON WHOSE BEHALF ARE YOU APPEARING IN THIS31

PROCEEDING?32

A. I am appearing on behalf of NAE.33

Q. WHAT IS THE SUBJECT MATTER OF YOUR TESTIMONY?34

A. My testimony is centered on issues relating to Peoples Gas’ and North Shore35

Gas’ (“the Companies”) Rider SBO and customer data issues. In particular I36

will discuss:37

 the need and reasonableness of a billing credit for Choices for You38

(CFY) Suppliers that issue their own bills under Rider SBO;39

 the anti-competitive practice regarding the order of payments40

against CFY Suppliers that issue their own bills under Rider SBO;41

 the anti-competitive practice regarding the treatment of insufficient42

funds checks (NSF) against CFY Suppliers that issue their own43

bills under Rider SBO; and44

 the need to ensure that CFY Suppliers and their potential45

customers are able to easily switch from utility supply to gas46
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supply from CFY Suppliers, including the data and transfer47

mechanism required to switch and serve these customers.48

The Companies’ current Choices For You Program has had limited supplier and49
residential customer participation.50

51

Q. Please discuss the residential customer participation in the Companies’52

Choices For You (CFY) Program.53

A. Relative to other residential gas choice programs in Illinois and Ohio, the54

Companies’ CFY program has had anemic participation, with only 3-4% of55

eligible customers choosing to switch from utility sales service. Table 1-156

compares the participation levels in selected residential and small commercial57

choice programs.58

Table 1-159

Choice Program Enrollment Statistics - Residential

Enrolled

Eligible

Residential

Customers

Percent

Enrolled

Nicor Gas 174,855 1,860,400 9%

Peoples Gas Light & Coke Company 34,171 765,500 4%

North Shore Gas 4,231 143,300 3%

Columbia Gas (Ohio) 458,048 1,234,134 37.1%

Vectren (Ohio) 67,888 214,027 31.7%

Dominion (Ohio) 748,217 1,078,716 69.4%

Duke (Ohio) 50,726 391,281 13.0%
Sources: http://www.puco.ohio.gov/PUCO.StatisticalReports/Report reviewed 6/19/2007;60
http://www.nicor.com/en_us/customer_select_supplier/total/index.htm and61
http://www.peoplesenergy.com/supplierchoice/enrollment_update.asp reviewed 3/14/2007.62

63
Q. What factors could be limiting choice within the Companies’ territories?64

http://www.puco.ohio.gov/PUCO.StatisticalReports/Report reviewed 6/19/2007
http://www.nicor.com/en_us/customer_select_supplier/total/index.htm
http://www.peoplesenergy.com/supplierchoice/enrollment_update.asp
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A. A number of factors appear to be limiting consumer choice within the65

Companies’ territory, as reflected in the low level of customer participation in66

the Companies’ choice program. Based on the information available to me67

and my experience, these factors include: 1) limited supplier interest in the68

territory given costly CFY switching practices, 2) current Rider SBO anti-69

competitive practices that discourage alternative gas suppliers (AGS) from70

offering their own bill (and thereby limiting their branding “power”), and 3)71

the cost and difficulty of administering a program given the constraints72

imposed by working with the Companies’ customer information system (the73

PEGASys system).74

Q. Do you propose to address all these factors within your testimony?75

A. I will focus my testimony on issues relating to supplier consolidated or single76

billing. Specifically, I will discuss where changes should be made in Rider77

SBO to eliminate barriers to entry by suppliers and make it more competitive78

for suppliers, such as NAE, to participate in the Companies’ CFY program.79

These changes should help promote further competition and expand customer80

choice by creating a level playing field between suppliers that elect to use81

Rider SBO and those suppliers electing to bill on the utility’s bill. I will also82

discuss customer information issues later in my testimony.83

Q. Please define “single billing” and “utility consolidated billing”.84

A. By single billing I mean a CFY Supplier will consolidate both its charges and85

the utility’s charges on one bill, and the CFY Supplier will issue the single bill86

to the customer. In the context of this testimony, a supplier electing to87
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perform supplier consolidated billing will be subject to the terms and88

conditions of the Companies’ Rider SBO. I use the shorthand of “single89

billing” to refer to supplier consolidated billing.90

Under Rider CFY, “utility consolidated billing” is available for supplier91

billing. Under this option, the utility will bill both its own distribution and92

related charges along with a CFY Supplier’s gas supply charges to a customer93

on the utility bill.94

Q. Are you proposing to alter the utility’s practices regarding utility consolidated95

billing?96

A. No, I am proposing to alter the Companies’ Rider SBO to effectuate changes97

that will eliminate a competitive disadvantage that Suppliers who single bill98

face relative to suppliers that utilize utility consolidated billing.99

The Companies should provide CFY suppliers that single bill under Rider SBO100
a credit for single billing.101

102
Q. Why is single billing important to AGS such as NAE?103

A. The Commission has recognized the importance of suppliers being able to104

single bill in Orders 00-0620/-0621 (at p. 28) and 01-0469/-0470 (at p. 25).105

Single billing offers marketers significant flexibility. Single billing allows106

a Supplier to offer creative products (other than strictly price per therm plans).107

Single billing allows a Supplier to build stronger relationships with its108

customers through direct billing and bill messaging. It provides a way for a109

Supplier to create a more customer friendly billing format. Single billing110

allows a Supplier to bundle other non-gas commodity products on one bill and111

offer discounts for customers purchasing multiple products. Single billing112
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provides customers additional slamming protection by providing the customer113

with clear and conspicuous notice that it is purchasing supply from an entity114

other than the utility compared to a situation where a customer simply115

receives a utility bill with another party’s charges on the bill. In case of utility116

consolidated billing, a customer may not notice that it is being charged for gas117

supply by some party other than the utility. Finally, Supplier single billing118

may allow suppliers to offer their customers the ability to pay their bills with a119

credit card without charging a fee.120

Q. Is the practice of providing a credit for supplier consolidated billing an121

established practice in Illinois?122

A. Yes. In Commonwealth Edison’s choice program, Commonwealth Edison123

has provided bill credits for Supplier billing under Commonwealth Edison’s124

Rider SBO –Single Billing Option.125

Q. Why should CFY Suppliers receive a credit under the Companies’ Rider SBO126

– Supplier Bill Option Service?127

A. The principal reason why a CFY Supplier should receive a credit under Rider128

SBO is that the CFY Supplier will be assuming the costs of bill creation and129

presentment – printing the bill on stock, “stuffing” the bill into an envelope,130

mailing the bill to the customer and performing remittance processing for131

customer payments. In addition, the Companies will no longer be required to132

send bills to those customers selecting CFY Supplier service that uses Rider133

SBO, which will remove the need for the Companies’ to incur postage costs.134
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The Companies’ costs associated with those billing functions, which are135

collected through base rates, will be reduced.136

Q. Without a Utility providing a billing credit when a Supplier utilizes supplier137

consolidated billing, aren’t customers being charged twice for billing?138

A. Yes. Under the current Rider SBO, a customer will pay twice for the billing139

function – once for the costs embedded in his distribution rates and again in140

the fees they pay to a supplier to cover the supplier’s cost of billing. By141

providing the billing credit to a CFY Supplier that single bills, that Supplier’s142

customers will no longer have to incur the double costs associated with both143

the CFY Supplier’s billing and the Companies’ costs of billing. Proper144

alignment of the costs of billing between the Supplier using Rider SBO and145

the Companies should provide Suppliers an incentive to use Rider SBO and to146

participate in the CFY program.147

Q. Hasn’t the Commission previously concluded that a credit for Suppliers using148

Rider SBO is not appropriate?149

A. Yes, in its Order in Docket 01-0469 at page 27, the Commission rejected a150

Rider SBO credit based on the following: “The evidence presented by the151

Company indicates that it is unlikely that the Company will experience any152

savings from the preparation and sending of single bills by SVT suppliers.”153

Q. Why should the Commission reach a different conclusion in this case?154

A. First, since the time of that Order, supplier choice programs have expanded155

within Illinois (e.g., Peoples Gas, Nicor Gas and Commonwealth Edison156

territories) and outside of Illinois in Indiana, Georgia, Michigan and Ohio,157
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among other states. The Commission’s previous decision was made at the158

time of relative infancy in choice programs and when, at least in Illinois,159

widespread small volume customer choice programs were limited. Second,160

there is no way to rebut the simple fact that the Companies would save, at161

very least, the costs of postage and paper stock by not sending out their own162

bills. Third, data transfer systems have evolved substantially over time and163

the mechanisms for transferring data from utility to supplier in order to allow164

for supplier single billing have already been or will be built, and are or will be165

recovered in base rates. Finally, such a Rider SBO credit may improve166

consumer (and supplier) participation in the Choices for You program, where167

residential participation has been relatively small. Suppliers who wish to168

single bill would have an additional incentive to develop their own billing169

systems and would not be put at a competitive disadvantage due to the over170

recovery of billing costs by the Companies. Since the Commission’s decision171

in Docket 01-0469, Suppliers such as NAE have invested resources in new172

systems and now have the ability to issue their own bills. However, the173

Companies’ current outdated practice continues to create a barrier to suppliers174

desiring to issue their own bills.175

Q. Aren’t the Companies required by statute and tariff to send out certain176

customer messaging and won’t the Companies continue to incur those177

messaging costs from time to time?178

A. Yes. The Companies will continue to have statutory or tariff requirements to179

provide utility customers with certain information. However, the Companies180
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recover the costs of such required messaging to their customers within rates181

and, if need be, such messaging may be included in a Supplier’s consolidated182

bill package, under the appropriate terms.183

Q. How should the Rider SBO credit be calculated?184

A. Following Mr. Peter Lazare’s direct testimony (at lines 270-492) in Docket185

01-0423, his rebuttal testimony (at lines 383-492) in Docket 01-0423, and the186

Commission’s decisions in Dockets 01-423 and 05-0597, this credit should be187

calculated based on embedded cost.188

Q. Why should embedded cost for the calculation of the Rider SBO credit be189

used?190

A. The embedded cost approach incorporates all relevant costs -- both fixed and191

variable costs -- into the calculation of the cost of a program or item. The use192

of embedded cost is relatively certain and simple in that it avoids the193

difficultly of properly allocating avoided or marginal capital costs.194

Q. How is the embedded cost credit calculated for a single billing rider?195

A. Following the example used in the Commonwealth Edison Company’s196

Embedded Cost of Service Study, ComEd Ex 11.1, Schedule 2a and197

Commonwealth Edison Exhibit 10.10 in Docket 05-0597, the calculation is198

derived from the embedded cost of Bill Issuance and Processing for a199

particular year, divided by the number of bills issued in that year. The200

ComEd Embedded Cost of Service study resulted in a $0.63 per bill credit.201

Q. What are the Companies’ embedded Bill Issuance and Processing Costs?202
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A. Remarkably, neither Peoples Gas or North Shore Gas conducted such a203

calculation as part of their rate filing for this case, and to date have not204

conducted such a cost study. Although NAE has sought to determine the205

Companies’ embedded cost of bill issuance and processing by requesting the206

Companies’ total cost of bill issuance and processing (NAE DRs 1.02, 1.03207

and DR 2.01, attached as NAE Exhibits 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3), the Companies208

have indicated that they have not conducted a detailed analysis of the costs209

associated with the billing function. Yet despite this lack of a cost study, the210

Companies currently charge suppliers $0.50 per bill under Rider AGG to211

place those suppliers’ charges on the Companies’ bills. This makes the212

Companies’ failure to provide a credit to suppliers who assume the billing213

function even more unjustified and unreasonable. For the 12 months ending214

September 30, 2006, Peoples Gas issued 10,249,350 bills. For the 12 months215

ending September 30, 2006, North Shore Gas issued 1,974,680 bills. As the216

Companies’ cost information becomes available, I will provide such updated217

information in my rebuttal testimony.218

Q. What does NAE propose for a Rider SBO credit at this time?219

A. Without supporting cost information from the Companies, NAE asks that, at a220

minimum, a Rider SBO credit be equal to the Companies’ cost of postage plus221

the Companies’ cost of bill quality paper stock and envelopes, plus an222

allocation of relevant overheads including information technology expenses223

related to billing and processing and handling costs.224

The Companies’ order of payments places CFY Suppliers issuing single bills225
under Rider SBO at a competitive disadvantage.226
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227

Q. Please describe the term “order of payments.”228

A. Order of payments (also known as partial payment allocation), in the context of a229

customer gas choice program, means the order in which funds from a customer’s230

payment are allocated between a gas supplier and a gas distribution utility. If a231

customer’s payment covers all charges, current and past due, the order of232

payments is not an issue. However, if a customer only makes a partial payment233

for his gas service, then order of payments affects the order in which a party234

receives payment and for what charges.235

Q. How does the order of payments algorithm function under the Companies’236

proposed Rider CFY and Rider AGG when a supplier utilizes utility consolidated237

billing?238

A. Under those Riders, payments are applied first to the past due Company239

receivables, then to the past due Supplier receivables, then to the current240

Company charges, and then if any funds remain they are applied to the current241

Supplier charges. Past due receivables are grouped into differing “buckets” – a242

90-day old receivable bucket, a 60-day old receivable bucket and a 30-day old243

receivable bucket. Within the category of past due receivables, payments are244

first made to the 90-day, then 60-day, then 30-day buckets, prior to payments245

being allocated to current charges.246

Q. Under the Companies’ Rider SBO how does the order of payments function?247

A. A CFY Supplier using Rider SBO has two options for the remittance of payments248

to the Companies. A Supplier may elect to pay the Company when utility charges249
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come due, regardless of whether the Supplier has received payment, or the250

Supplier may elect to transfer funds owed to the Company after the Supplier251

receives payment from the Customer.252

Q. What order of payments issue is present when a SBO Supplier elects to pay the253

Company when utility charges come due, regardless of whether the SBO Supplier254

has received payment?255

A. The order of payment issue here is relatively simple. The Supplier pays the256

utility charges in full on a customer’s due date for bill payment for its past due257

and current charges regardless whether a customer pays his bill in full or makes a258

partial payment. In the event of partial payment or nonpayment by the customer,259

Rider SBO has no provisions for reversal of funds back to a Supplier. This260

situation is similar to the NSF reimbursement issue discussed later in my261

testimony. The effect on the Supplier is also similar in that the Supplier262

effectively funds the Companies’ bad debt expense.263

Q. What order of payments issue is present when a SBO Supplier elects to pay the264

utility when it receives payment from its customer?265

A. Under Rider SBO, if a CFY Customer fails to pay its entire balance of past due266

and current charges, payments are allocated between the SBO Supplier and267

Company as follows: Past Due Company charges, Current Company Charges,268

Past Due Supplier Charges, and Current Supplier Charges.269

Q. Does the Companies’ Rider SBO order of payment algorithm place suppliers that270

single bill at a competitive disadvantage compared to CFY Suppliers electing to271

use utility consolidated billing?272
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A. Yes. All other things equal, if a CFY Customer makes a partial payment of273

charges, a CFY Supplier receives a higher payment priority if it utilizes the utility274

consolidated billing option rather than the Rider SBO option. All other things275

equal, suppliers using supplier consolidated billing are put at a competitive276

disadvantage, in terms of receiving payment, compared to suppliers who use277

utility consolidated billing.278

Q. Why is the Companies’ policy of discouraging Suppliers from selecting Rider279

SBO by the use of previously discussed order of payments algorithm damaging to280

competition and ultimately customers?281

A. First, Rider SBO creates an uneven competitive field by favoring those suppliers282

remaining on the Utility’s bill relative to those suppliers using Rider SBO. This283

differential playing field -- where two similarly situated suppliers receive284

different orders of payment because one chooses to bill its charges through the285

utility and the other chooses to bill its charges, along with the utility’s, on its own286

bill -- creates a barrier to entry for suppliers desiring to single bill. There is no287

statutory or regulatory reason to support such a barrier to entry into a customer288

choice program.289

Second, by discouraging supplier consolidated billing, Rider SBO may290

limit potential economies of scale related to the supplier placing its291

noncommodity items on the commodity bill. This could discourage a supplier292

from offering energy efficiency and other services to customers if the supplier is293

forced to establish another billing channel.294
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Q. Do CFY Suppliers that use Rider SBO pose a greater credit risk to the Companies295

necessitating the need for an order of payments algorithm that gives the Utility296

first right to all past due and current charges?297

A. No. As part of the CFY program, all CFY Suppliers are reviewed for298

creditworthiness and under the Program have similar responsibilities in terms of299

delivery requirements and customer care. As part of participating in Rider SBO,300

CFY Suppliers go through a rigorous testing procedure, as designed by the301

Companies, in order to ensure that billing information can be electronically302

transferred between Company and the Supplier. Under Rider SBO, a CFY303

Supplier transfers its payments to the Companies via electronic funds transfer304

(EFT) on the business day that the Supplier receives customer payment. The CFY305

Suppliers are required by Rider SBO to include all information required by 83 IL.306

Admin Code Sec. 500.330, including the Company’s name. The CFY Supplier307

using Rider SBO warrants that it has authorization to operate as a billing agent for308

the CFY customer and grants the Companies’ audit rights to these authorizations.309

If a CFY Supplier fails to comply with obligations under Rider SBO, the310

Companies, on notice and with ability for said Supplier to cure, may suspend311

service under Rider SBO. As part of a contract between the Companies and a312

CFY supplier, the CFY Supplier must provide an irrevocable letter of credit to the313

Companies equal to 15% of the Companies’ good faith estimates of the amounts314

that the CFY Supplier would be liable to the Companies for in a twelve month315

period. That estimate is based on the number of customers served by the CFY316

Supplier, the rates and rate classes of the customers served by the CFY Supplier,317
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and the average load profile of the CFY Supplier’s customers. Given the318

extensive CFY Supplier requirements associated with serving customers under319

Rider SBO and the requirement of posting a irrevocable letter of credit, there is no320

logical or supportable basis for two different partial payment allocations for321

supplier consolidated billing under Rider SBO and utility consolidated billing322

under the CFY program.323

Q. What do you propose as an alternative to the Companies’ current and proposed324

order of payments under Rider SBO?325

A. NAE recommends leveling the playing field and proposes that the order of326

payments for Rider SBO be identical to the order of payments for CFY Suppliers327

that bill on the Companies’ bills.328

Q. Are there any examples in choice programs that follow your proposed order of329

payments for Suppliers that single bill?330

A. Yes. In Nicor Gas’ Customer Select program, a program that was reviewed in331

Nicor Gas’ latest rate case (Order 04-0779), the order of payments is an aged332

receivables method whereby the Utility’s oldest receivables are paid first, then the333

Supplier’s oldest receivables, then the Utility’s current charges, then the334

Supplier’s current charges. In Customer Select, the order of payments is identical335

for those Suppliers billing on Nicor Gas’ bill or if the Supplier single bills its own336

charges and the Utility’s charges. Suppliers that issue their own bills have a level337

playing field vis-à-vis order of payments in Nicor Gas’ Customer Select program.338

The Companies’ practice regarding return of NSF (non-sufficient funds) checks339
discriminates against CFY Suppliers issuing single bills under Rider SBO340
creating an uneven playing field.341

342
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Q. What is an NSF check?343

A. If, upon receipt of a check for payment, a payor’s financial institution344

indicates the payor’s account has insufficient funds to cover the check then the345

check is deemed to be NSF.346

Q. Why are NSF checks a significant credit and operations issue for a Supplier that347

uses single billing to bill its customers?348

A. NSF checks are a significant issue for a Supplier’s operation because, from a349

credit perspective, a Supplier has already incurred a variety of costs supplying gas350

to a customer and now will incur additional carrying costs and possible credit and351

collections costs associated with the NSF check. Operationally, the Supplier352

must now contact and rebill the customer.353

Q. Please describe the treatment of NSF checks for CFY Suppliers using the354

Companies’ Rider AGG and the utility consolidated billing option.355

A. Under the situation where the Utility bills for a CFY Supplier, when the Utility356

receives a customer’s check, the Utility will credit the appropriate funds to the357

CFY supplier. If the check is NSF, the Companies do not seek to recover the358

credited amount. Instead, the next bill to the customer shows the past due amount359

associated with the NSF check.360

Q. Does the CFY Supplier that utilizes utility consolidated billing get to keep the361

funds credited to it, even if the customer provided an NSF check?362

A. Yes.363

Q. Please describe the treatment of NSF checks for CFY Suppliers using the Rider364

SBO billing option.365
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A. After a customer remits its payment to a CFY Supplier under Rider SBO, the366

CFY supplier must transfer the portion owed to the Utility on the business day367

that the Supplier receives a customer’s payment. This transfer occurs before any368

determination that the check is unpaid due to NSF (if the check is NSF, the CFY369

Supplier is typically notified of the NSF status 24 to 72 hours after the check has370

been submitted to the financial institution on which the check is drawn). The371

Companies have indicated in their response to NAE Data Request 1.06 that they372

do not anticipate returning the funds submitted to them by an SBO Supplier based373

on a check that is found to be NSF and they expect that the Supplier’s next bill374

would show an amount past due. The Companies further indicate that Rider SBO375

does not include a process for the reversal of payments and return of such376

amounts to the Supplier.377

Q. Does the Companies’ NSF process disincent CFY Suppliers from billing under378

Rider SBO, thereby harming competition?379

A. Yes. The Companies’ NSF process favors suppliers that utilize utility380

consolidated billing and discourages CFY Suppliers from using supplier381

consolidated single billing under Rider SBO. A supplier using utility382

consolidated billing receives some additional protections against bad debt383

exposure from NSF checks in that it does not need to remit or credit funds back to384

the Utility in the event that the Utility receives notice of the NSF check after the385

Utility has forwarded funds to the supplier. A supplier using supplier386

consolidated billing receives no such benefit. Further, given that the Utility will387

not return payments back to a supplier using supplier consolidated billing in the388
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event of NSF checks, that supplier will bear some portion of the Companies’389

exposure to bad debt and credit and collections. The Companies will effectively390

“double recover” the cost of bad debt – once through rate recovery and again391

because of the Companies’ failure to reverse charges associated with the NSF392

check. A Supplier under Rider SBO is forced into an inequitable and393

competitively disadvantageous position in that it uses its own funds to pay for394

Utility expenses for that customer’s debt to the Utility. Given the Rider SBO395

requirement that payments are transferred to the Companies on the same business396

day that the Supplier receives a customer’s payment, there is no time to determine397

if a payment by check is NSF.398

Q. What does NAE propose as to NSF treatment under Rider SBO?399

A. NAE proposes that when a Supplier that bills under Rider SBO receives a400

payment that is later found to be NSF, the Supplier funds that were transferred to401

the Companies be reversed and credited back to the Supplier. This change would402

put a Supplier that uses Rider SBO on the same footing as the Companies403

regarding NSF checks and would relieve a Supplier from using its own funds to404

fund a customer bad debt to the Utility. The responsibility for charges between405

the Utility and a customer for natural gas distribution and taxes is a matter406

exclusively between the Utility and that customer. The Supplier should not be407

placed in a position of funding the Utility for the Utility’s customer distribution408

and tax charges, as the Supplier is in no way compensated by the Utility for bad409

debt on Utility receivables. NAE’s proposed change would eliminate the forced410

subsidization of the Companies’ bad debt by Rider SBO Suppliers.411
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The Companies’ proposal to expand information availability to CFY Suppliers412
and their Customers should be put on a defined schedule and the content of the413
information should be expanded.414

415

Q. What is NAE’s position regarding the Companies’ proposed changes highlighted416

in Companies’ Witness Thomas Zack’ Direct Testimony (lines 587-639)?417

A. NAE supports the significant changes to the PEGASys system and the increased418

functionality being proposed. NAE, however, also believes that further419

clarifications and modifications need to be made to ensure that that the420

Companies’ customer information systems allow for expanded information421

availability and easier Supplier access.422

Q. What concerns do you have regarding the Companies’ proposed modifications to423

their customer information system, PEGASys?424

A. My primary concern is one of timing. In their response to NAE DR 1.08425

(attached as NAE Exhibit 1.4), the Companies indicate that prior to the current426

rate case dockets, the Companies’ representatives met with CFY Suppliers to427

discuss information issues, and that the Companies expect to finalize the details of428

their revision to PEGASys during the term of the rate case dockets. In their429

response to NAE DR 1.09 (attached as NAE Exhibit 1.5), the Companies indicate430

that the two tiers of information (as discussed in Mr. Zack’s direct testimony at431

lines 614-630) to be provided to suppliers will be available within a few months432

of the Commission’s final order in the current cases. NAE plans to participate in433

the Companies’ CFY program in the near term. The availability of such434

information along with the ease of access provided by the changes proposed to the435
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PEGASys system are very important to NAE’s participation in the Companies’436

service territories.437

Q. What is your proposal?438

A. NAE proposes that within thirty days of the completion of the current rate cases,439

the revisions to PEGASys be completed along with access to the proposed tier 1440

and tier 2 information. Failure of the Commission to order a completion date for441

these upgrades to the PEGASys system could lead to delay in the implementation442

of the improvements, due to the Companies’ maintaining complete discretion over443

such implementation.444

Q. Do you have any concerns with the scope of customer information to be provided445

as indicated by Mr. Zack’s direct testimony at lines 614-630 and 646-647?446

A. Yes. Mr. Zack indicates at line 646-647 that all information that a customer could447

provide to a supplier will be provided as part of Tier 2 data. Tier 2 data is448

customer specific data that includes usage, address, name and other such data.449

Access to Tier 2 data can only be achieved by a customer providing a supplier450

unique identifying information. However, in their response to DR NAE 1.11 (see451

NAE Exhibit 1.6), the Companies indicate that information on a customer’s past452

due balance will not provided as part of Tier 2 data.453

Q. Why is data regarding a customers arrearages and past due status454

important to a CFY Supplier?455

A. A Supplier’s access to a customer’s past due status is especially important to CFY456

Suppliers electing to bill customers under Rider SBO. Under the Companies’457

Rider SBO, Section F, customers with arrearages with the Companies are458
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ineligible for Rider SBO. Without prior knowledge of a customer’s arrearages459

status and past due information, a Supplier may enroll a customer into its program460

assuming that it will issue a single bill to the customer, and then upon enrollment461

confirmation by the Companies, the Supplier may be told that the customer is past462

due and is therefore ineligible for Rider SBO. In this instance, the CFY Supplier463

then needs to invest extra capital and resources to implement a separate billing464

process to accommodate utility consolidated billing or dual billing or a Supplier465

may want to drop the customer from its program if it does not want to invest in466

the implementation costs to accommodate these alternate billing means.467

Meanwhile, the Supplier will have already incurred costs of acquiring that468

customer. In addition, a customer may prefer the Supplier to issue its bill, and469

may have enrolled in the Supplier’s service under Rider SBO in reliance upon the470

fact that it would be receiving the Supplier’s invoice rather than the Utility’s bill.471

Q. What reason have the Companies provided for not including customer472

arrearages/past due information as part of Tier 2 information?473

A. The Companies indicate in their response to DR NAE 1.11 (NAE Exhibit 1.6) that474

they view past due and arrearage information as sensitive credit information475

where a customer may prefer greater confidentiality. The Companies suggest that476

in absence of clear customer consent to the disclosure of this information, the477

Companies are hesitant to allow for Supplier access.478

Q. How does NAE propose to address this issue?479

A. NAE proposes that all suppliers, as a condition of obtaining consent to view such480

customer data and obtain the necessary data keys, be required to obtain clear,481
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verifiable and auditable consent from the customer to view that data, whether482

obtained in electronic form, voice recordings, written form or other applicable483

means. As part of obtaining such customer consent, a Supplier shall indicate to a484

customer that part of the data to be obtained includes information on presence of485

past due amounts and arrearages. Such informational disclosure requirements486

would be added to Rider CFY as Obligations of Suppliers/Rules of Supplier487

Conduct.488

Q. Does this conclude your direct testimony?489

A. Yes.490


